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Abstract

MADURAI, INDIA: THE ARCHITECTURE OF A CITY
Julian S. Smith
Submitted to the Department of Architecture on January 21, 1976
in partial fulfillment.of the requirements for the degree
of Master of Architecture.

The ancient South Indian city of Madurai is undergoing a gradual shift
away from a relatively cohesive, medieval ordering towards a new and unpredictable flux of social and physical forces. This study is an attempt to
explore the nature and impact of that earlier ordering.
The point of reference is the city as a spatial environment, a built
landscape. Within the complexities of the dense three-dimensional fabric
exists a significant, imageable pattern - most importantly, an expanding
series of concentric streets about a central temple complex. Nowhere visible as a whole, the organization is experienced only gradually over time.
What is striking is the use of a fairly simple underlying geometry to
express important attitudes toward collective dwelling.
In its generic sense, such a pattern is a 'vistu-mandala', a diagram
The relationship between the
(mandala) of ordered existence (vFstu).
vistu-mardala and the building process is explored in the gilpa-sIstras,
traditional Indian treatises on architecture and town planning. Their
prescriptive rituals suggest that the sacred geometry of the mandala is
essential to establishing a secure claim within an active landscape. The
process is more a relaxation than an intensification of religious energy,
a cautious secularization, in fact, of the sacred environment.
In terms of town layout, the careful geometry of the imbedded mandala
does not necessarily translate into a literal ground plan. As a diagram,
it explains rather than represents. Madurai is not a city of straight
lines and right angles; a basic pattern is here distorted and enlivened by
local events and sources of energy. But topologically a significant interrelationship of parts remains intact. The fluid quality is best expressed
in the festival processions, which dolineate the mandalA over the course of
the year. As the important mode of celebrating corporate identity, they
reconfirm the underlying form and its use as a principle reference for the
community's sense of itself in space and time.

Thesis Supervisor: Donlyn Lyndon
Title: Professor of Architecture

The city of Madurai is as a lotus
flower that springs from the navel
of Lord Vishnu. The streets of the
city are the petals. The ktjl ' at
the centre is the thalamus within
the petals.
-Paripidal
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PREFACE

Yir experience in Madurai began with a two-year stay in the late
1960's.

I was there not to observe the city as such, but as an exchange

teacher and a student of South Indian classical music.

It fascination

with the city as an architectural landscape was pursued later through
A travelling fellowship

studies in traditional India city planning.

enabled me to visit the city again briefly in January and February 1975.
In May 1971 the city was raised to the status of a Corporation.

In

most instances such an event is little more than an arbitrary indication
of population growth.

But in the case of Madurai it

comes at a time

when the city has in fact reached a point of critical momentum in a much
deeper, more gradual shift.

A new structural indeterminancy is appearing

as an influx of new energy obscures existing patterns.

It is these older

patterns and their wider design implications that are the focus of this

study.
I am indebted to many people for their help during the last year:
in Madurai, particularly A. V. Jeyechandrun,

A. Kesavan, and Paishkar

Thangavelu Desilkar; and at M.I.T., Donlyn Lyndon, Geinter Nitschke, Kevin
Lynch, Stanford Anderson, and Rob Manoff.

I also record my thanks to

Dr. Mrs. Eddy and family and Manohar and Mahema Devadoss for their
hospitality in India, and to my father-in-law, Howard Boardman. for long
hours in the darkroom.

Chapter I
SPIRIT OF PLACE

The city of Madurai rises from the wide plains of the Vaigai River
valley in very southern India.

It is one of the oldest cities in the

world; its history covers some two and a half millenia, and during much
has been an important cultural and political centre.

of that time it

The famous epic poem gilaDadikiram, set in about the 2nd century A. D..
speaks of four great South Indian cities of that time: Urandai the
luxurious, Vanji the strong, Puhir the guardian of the sea, and Madurai
of the high ramparts.
it

Even then, Madurai was considered ancient, and

alone of the four has survived to the present.
itg@
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Not only has it
that make it

survived; it

has preserved a character and vitality

a remarkable place quite apart from its longevity.

The

dominant central core, in particular, maintains that rare quality, usually
found only in much smaller towns, of presenting itself as a single integrated phenomenon; most cities of this size seem much more arbitrary as
aggregations.

And yet Madurai has a rich diversity within it,

and a sur-

prising latitude for local interventions and distortions.
The spirit of a place, its genius loci, can be related to the nature
of its physical environment.

But the environment is significant not only

directly, but also in terms of the concepts it embodies.

The architectural

historian Christian Norberg-Schulz, in studying the notion of genius loci
at the urban scale, has identified two distinct, though related, levels of
analysis which can be applied to the built environment: sense of orientation, a matter of spatial structuring; and sense of identification, a
question of relating to the physical articulation of the space.
1 Ideas developed in a series of lectures at M.I.T.,

This

Spring 1974.

division is useful in suggesting consideration of the city as a basically
two-dimensional field, on the one hand, conceptualized in some diagrammatic
way by the inhabitant, and as' a three-dimensional environment on the other,
experienced directly, physically; the latter a specific vehicle for carrying
the more general information of the former.

The three-dimensional pieces of

the built landscape permit local involvement at the individual scale; the
larger more two-dimensional organization at work allows shared values, or a
sense of community, to emerge.
The interactive quality of these two scales seems to go a long way
towards determining the spirit of a place.

Mary cities lack the ingredients

for positive associations with the environment at either level.

On the one

hand, the three-dimensional forms may be devoid of interest, and unable to
support a sense of local intimacy; on the other hand, the larger schematic
organization may either not exist at all in ar
it

does, may not carry with it

out.

perceivable way or, even if

the sense of shared values acting themselves

The most common example of this latter is the use of an arbitrary

hierarchy or geometry, without shared meaning - an unfortunate trademark
of many 'planned t cities.

Where such a geometry, however, does address the

collective use of space, and local architectural expression does the same
for the individual use of space, a significant interaction can occur.
It is

such an interaction that makes Madurai so rich.

The general

ordering here comes out of a long tradition of city planning in India.
Surprisingly few towns exhibit as much of the diagramatic structure
suggested by the ancient treatises on the subject.

Just as interesting,

however, is the deformation and distortion of the diagrams in their prac-

tical application to a particular time and place.

It is this coming-

to-life in a three-dimensional reality which is the test of the diagram's
inherent value.

Madurai from atiS ite Vapi0 iyer
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Chapter II
THE D9YELOPMENT OF TOWN PLANNING

The characteristic settlement of early Aryanized India was the village.
It is within these autonomous units that there seems to have developed the
important social patterns and ideologies which affected even those cities
which did arise because of large-scale trade and commerce. 1

Their organi-

zation typically involved individual homesteads tightly clustered about a
central open space, identified by a large spreading tree. 2

The shaded area

lFor a fuller discussion, see Amita Ray. Villages. Towns and Secular
Also E. B. Havell, in
Buildings in Ancient India, especially Ch. II.
The Ancient and Medieval Architecture of India.
A village well might also dominate. An early Jain text categorizes
villages as 'open bowls' and 'inverted bowls'. The former have a
central well, the latter a central tree. Ray, Villages, Towns, p.2 8 .

-
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served as a meeting place for the village elders; the spatial significance
of the tree as a central axis _mni attached a sacred dimension to the
elder's dispensation of secular justice.

In time, maroy villages erected

a sabh;ria, or public hall. which again might acquire both religious
and secular functions.
Most villages were open; although some had a surrounding wall, in
general security was provided by separate walls around each family' s comThese large individual homesteads consisted of separate huts and

pound.

sheds around a central courtyard.

The encircling mud wall had an important

gateway on 'the entrance side; richer houses might have two or even three
courtyards.

Some homesteads existed independently off in the countryside.

A significant pattern was a segregation of people belonging to
different occupational groups into separate villages.

There are specific

trade distinctions, villages of hunters, carpenters, weavers, fishermen, and
so on, and more general caste-groupings, of brhmaas, sidras, charyilas and
others.

The villages inhabited by those following specific crafts, indus-

tries or professions seem to have been more cohesive physically and
socially than those that were purely agricultural.

In larger villages

where different occupational and professional castes congregated, segregation was maintained.

This -accounts for the emergence of different p da-s

(quarters) in large settlements, each raaa consisting of people belonging
to the same caste or- profession.
In the closing centuries B.C., national and international trade and
commerce expanded greatly.

Localization and specialization of various

crafts and industries developed.

Powerful guilds began to appear.

All

this was reflected in a major growth of towns and cities, and a new emphasis on the life of the city-dweller.

Kautilyal in his Arthasistra (c.

300

B.C.) treats villages an primarily production centres of food, subjected
to the economic and political exploitation of the towns.

He recommends

that they be peopled primarily by foreigners and sudras, the peasant caste.
But his plans for an ideal city are based on the notion of distribution by
caste and occupation, thus in effect creating a city by aggregating village
forms. 2

The town-planning tradition in general maintains this characteris-

tic pattern.

The other source of a prototype for city layout can be seen in the
tradition of durga-sanniea, or the planning of forts.

As opposed to the

village, which might grow slowly as the accretion of individual homesteads,
the notion of a fortified encampment. structured by walls and gates, implied
a more integrally planned unit.

This sense is reinforced by the fact that

a prime impetus for the appearance of cities was the establishment of centres of royal power.

These naturally adopted the defensive characteristics

of a fort, and at the same time provided an opportunity for concious internal layout.

Conquering kings often deserted the existing capital in favour

of new construction both for security reasons and as a display of power.

1 Kautilya

was a minister in the court of Chandragupta, the Mauryan

Emperor.
2 For

the details of Kautilya's organization, see B. B. Dutt, Town
Planning in Ancient Inlia, pp. 149ff.

3see Dutt, Town Planning, pp.38 -42 .

3
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With constant warfare between small principalities, these cities constituted glorified military camps.

They might quickly attract commerce

and trade, however, and so would assume the qualities of any urban centre.
In some cases the royal fortress was not coextensive with the city, but
rather a citadel in the centre. *However, there then seems to be a
secondary city wall, often with its own resplendent gates and turrets.
There were cities, of course, which owed their existence to strategic positions in terms of trade, local industry, or the like, such as
Kiveripattinam (Puhir) at the mouth of the Kiveri River.

As these became

concentrations of wealth and power, they would erect fortifications and
perhaps attract royalty.
religious sites.

The same might be said of some of the important

But the military encampment, in its expanded role as

administrative centre, seems to have provided an impetus for the development of a science of town planning.

A portion of Kautilya's Arthasistra,

mentioned above, constitutes one of the first real treatises on planning,
and in essence it

describes a well-fortified royal capital, methodically

soned with the palace at the centre.

Some have taken it

to. be a descrip-

tion of the existing capital, Pataliputra, a magnificent place by all
accounts. 1

But the latter, despite its major fortifications, was more

loosely organized, an aggregation of villages joined together by spacious
parks (the sacred groves) and stately avenues.

2

The ideal city is marked

by stricter control, a clearer expression of the king's power imbedded in
the landscape.

I-The account of Mbgasthenes, Greek ambassador to the court of Chandragupta, is summarized in Dutt, Town Planning, pp.323ff.
2 Havell,

Ancient and Mdieval Architecture, p. 2 4 .
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An interesting but elusive question is the legacy of the townplanning expertise of the Indus Valley civilization.

This very early

urban culture flourished from about the third millenium B.C. to the middle
of the second, when it

was destroyed by Aryan invaders.

The rest of Indian

history is then a complex intermingling of Aryan (or- Sanskrit) and preAryan influences.

North India became highly Sansirritized; the South re-

tains a lot more of the pre-Aryan, particularly Dravidian, element.

With

the script of the Indus Valley still undeciphered and its achievements
seemingly destroyed, it

has remained pretty much a marginal chapter of InBut there are connections. linguistically

dian history and civilization.

and racially, between the great culture complex embracing both Mesopotamia
1
and the Indus Valley and the early Dravidian culture of South India.

The

word pura which occurs in Vedic literature seems to mean a place of shelter or residence surrounded by strong walls or ramparts.

It is derived

from the Dravidian (and Sumerian) ur, and Aryan literature associates pjura-s
with the pre-Aryan inhabitants.

2

Indra, the chief Aryan god, is celebrated

as the destroyer of the 'ura-s.
Mohenjo-daro and Harappa, the two most impressive of the culture'
sites so far uncovered, are walled cities which share a conscious layout
not found in

esopotamian centres.

3

The street pattern is rectilinear

and oriented to the cardinal directions.

The major streets create dis-

tinct residential areas; these are further subdivided by side streets set

6
6
1K.A. Nilakanta Sastri, A History of South Indig, pp. 2- 5.
2

Ray, Villages. Towns, p. 4 7.

8
3See Andreas Volwahsen, Living Architecture: Indian, pp. -10.

.
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at right angles, and small footpaths separating the individual courtyard
homesteads.

A citadel containing not a palace but rather commnal facili-

ties and perhaps a religious centre occupies one of the western sectors.
*

e

*

From about the 6th century onwards, there begin to appear $ilpa6istras, technical treatises on the arts.

In them can be found extensive

rules and rituals pertaining to architecture and town planning.

Their com-.

plexity, particularly in their comprehensive schemes of classification,
indicates that they are an attempt to rationalize existing practices as
well as simply prescrke a coherent system.

One consistent element is the

use of a vistu-mandala, the initial ordering of ar
ing to a sacred geometry.

building site accord-

There is a control exercised here which has a

parallel in the earlier schemes of Kautilya and others for royal capitals.
But in the dilpa-istras, the intimation is of the primacy of sacred
authority.

A proper distribution in accord with the established pattern

of deities is -essential.

This tradition may relate to the apparent role

that a deity seams to assume in some of the South Indian temple towns, of
adopting the characteristics of a supreme ruler.
sacred authority in a secular landscape.

The mandala underscores

B. B. Dutt, in a survey of the

town planning tradition, suggests the possibility of two schools:
It is the authors of the gilpa distras who have made
their folk planning hinge upon padaviny~sa [distribution according to the mansiala) , whereas Kautilya,.
dukriohiryya and the author of the Agni Purina do not
refer to padavinyisa... Their method of allocating
sites and folk is therefore quite independent of
padavirgisa and the various classes and professions
have been represented in their ideal towns in quarters selected only with reference to the site of the
royal mansions. The latter authorities all belong

16
to Northern India. Do we get here a glimpse of two
schools, Northern and Southern?The more interesting question seems to be of development over time.
may be a non-Aryan legacy of city-design,

2

There

which in the Silpa-61stras is

given an Aryan gloss, the mandala establishing a field of Vedic deities in
non-Aryan landscapes.

This process perhaps does occur primarily in the

South; various of the Agamas,

associated primarily with religious develop-

ments in South India, can be considered early tilpa-bistra treatises.

The

Kimikigama, for example, devotes 60 of 75 chapters to town planning,
architecture,
histra. 3

and sculpture, in terms very similar to the Minasira $1-

As regards the question of 'political'

authority in relation to

town layout, the early focus on a secular ruler infused with quasi-divine
status seems to shift to an eventual accumulation of secular roles by a

1 Dutt,

Town Planning, p.149n.

2 The

names Maya and Visvararma, to whom many of the texts are attributed, represent non-Aryan personalities. The sthapati or architect seems to have been a lower-caste person, although infused
with priestly status for some of the rituals. See Ray, Villages,
Towns, p. 4 7.

'See P.K. Acharya's comparison of these and other texts in Indian
Architecture According to Manaslra Silpa-tastra. N.V. Mallaya,
in Studies in Sanskrit Texts on Temple Architecture says of the
Agamas, that "from their contee-ts they appear to mark the
genesis of the new Hinduism, which is the outcome of the fusion
of iryan and indigenous concepts. In the character of the writings, the hand of the priestly authority is fairly discernible.
The impact of iryan philosophy on the class of Agamic literature
is clearly the work of the priestly class" (p.104 ). The late
$ilpa-6istras have moved into an even more priestly domain; they
deal primarily with temple construction, and the sthapati has
lost his former status in the various rituals. See allaya,
pp.88ff.
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central deity. 1

The texts, with their use of the vistu-mandala, would

help rationalize such a transformation.

1

As Nilalcanta Sastri says of this period, "the duty of protecting
society was cast by theory on a special class, the Kshatriyas"
(History of Soth Indi, p. 164). Ultimate protection, however,
is cast by this same theory on the deities, whose power is mediated by the Brahmins. At the time of the early texts, there is
an easy internlay of palace and temple. The same word (prisida)
is used for both, and the rules of construction are pretty much
the same, each based on a series of concentric courts. For remnants of this interplay, see Carol Breckenridgo, "Madurai
Sthanikars: Mediators of Royal Culture" in The Madurai Tomole

Complex, A.V. Jeyechandrun, ed., pp.205-210.
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Chapter III
THE VASTU-MANDALA

The use of a ritual diagram in architectural enterprises can be traced
to a religious understanding of the nature of dwelling.
live securely, to 'reside'
is not easy.
forest. 1

The struggle to

in the midst of unpredictable forces and events,

A village settlement is regularly contrasted with aranya, the

The process of claiming space in the landscape, of controlling

natural/supernatural forces for the purposes of inhabitation, is in fact a
kind of secularization.

There is the need for de mystification, desaeraliza-

tion of a sort; the cosmic forces must be recognized and their powers barmonized before a person can relax into an ordered existence.

The connota-

tion. of mystic diagrams today is quite the opposite, a sense of concentrating religious energy in an otherwise blank field.

But our starting point

In the India of the

is an enveloping secular environment.

$ilpa-s'istras,

the given was a sacred landscape, and secularization a cautious necessity.
The

Within a sacred landscape, secularization is a religious process.

creation of profane space coincides with the erection of a temple,

2

and is

not a separate issue.
Vistu-vidya is the general term for architecture, the art or science
of building.

'Vistu', built form. comes from the verb vas, to dwell.

is often translated simply 'abode',

"the place where men and gods reside. "3

1Ray, Villages. Towns, pp.2 4 -25.
2 profane,

lit.

"in front of a temple", (pro fanum).

3Minasakra. 6ilpa-sA stra III, L.

It
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It involves the notion of conscious intention.
Brahms, before creating this world,
Created vistu.
The

The most important dimension of vistu is its ordering of the ground.

notion of building, of architecture more generally, is implicit once the
primary step of a structured site is achieved.

The four dimensions of

vistu are dharA, ground form; harmya, building; yina, conveyance; and
Darranka, couch.

Of these,

The ground is the chief object for all purposes.
The mansion and other buildings are truly called
dwellings because of their cnnection with the
(chief) object (the ground).
In the Rg Veda, the earliest literature of the Aryans (dating from
the latter half of the 2nd millenium B.C.) frequent mention is made of the
Vistupati or lord of the abode.

In several hymns, and in the Atharva-Veda.

the celebration of the Vistupati is referred tot a firm post is the focus
of the rituals.

Ceremonies relating to the fixing of a central post at

the commencement of architectural activity are a tradition that is

still

in evidence among tribal people such as the Nagas.3
More elaborate rituals related to house building are outlined in some
of the Saitras.

Amita Ray records-the following description from the

Slikhvyana Grihyasitra (of about 600 B.C.):
When a man wishes to have a house built, he draws with
the branch of an udumbara tree three times a line round

. D. N. Shukla, Six Fine Arts, p. 2 58 .
Minasira Sinla-Sistra III, 5.
3Ray, Villagos,. Towns, pp.112.ll3.
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the selected spot, with the following incantations:
"Here I include the dwelling for the sake of food...
this branch of. the immortal one (the udumbara tree is
a recognized fertility symbol) I erect, a stream of
honey, promising wealth. The child, the young one,
cries to it; the cows shall flock to it, the increasingly fertile one." He then puts an udumbara branch
besmeared with ghee into the pit which has been dug
for the right post. The same verse is repeated for
the erection of the left door post. The prayer is
not only for wealth and happiness, but also for protection from calamities and destruction, which is as
follows: "May the malevolent ones not reach thee."
In another verse the master of the house in introducing and placing the fire in the hearth recites:
"Do no harm to us, to the old nor to the young; be a
baviour to us, to men and animals." The posts in the
different directions are supposed to signify different meanings: "The two posts to the east, truth and
faith; those to the south, sacrifice and gift; those
to the west, strength and power; those to the north,
the brihmana and kshatra. " The pinnacle of the house
is. named as Fortune while the firm post is called the

Law. 1

Here the definition of a central post is expanded to the actual ritual
enclosure of space, both in setting boundary posts and in drawing a
circle on the ground.

This brings us to the pivotal concept of the

vlstu-mandala.
Mandala, literally 'circle', can be more generally interpreted as
any enclosed figure.

In architecture, it becomes the geometrical diagram

vhich defines vistu.

The drawing of the vistu-mandala constitutes the

initial ordering of space.

The visual form confirms a creative act; it

is the "record of an architectural rite".2
diagram become increasingly complex.

1 Ray,
2

Over time the ritual and the

But still the purpose is to delimit

Village s. Towns, pp.fl6-l7.

Stella Kramrisch, The Hindu Temple, p.7.
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the swirl of cosmic forces, to create and enact their conditional aspect
in space and time.
is called

k

The simplest marnala in the texts, with no subdivisions,
'commensurable'; it

has set up measurable limits.

The

continuity of the vistu-mandala may be more or less direct in terms of a
three-dimensional realization; its real continuity is perhaps better
realized in rituals which re-enact its delimitation of space.

This corre-

spondence will be elaborated later.

The most detailed use of these diagrams is in the prescriptive
rituals of the

dilpa-Oistras. 1

oldest and most complete (c.

The Mnaslra tilra-distra, one of the

6th Cent. A.D.), can serve as a reference.

It opens, like Vitruvius, with the qualifications of an architect and the
classifications of architecture.

It also describes in detail the system

of measurement, and careful instructions for making measuring sticks,
rods, and braided rope.

Visuki, the serpent-god, is the deity of the

-measuring rope, and Brahmi is the presiding deity of measurement.
With equipment in hand, the next step is the selection and preparation of a site.

A gentle slope to the north or east is prescribed.

Con-

IThese texts, mostly found on palm-leaf manuscripts, are gradually
becoming available through study and translation to those such as
myself unable to read Sanskrit. P.K.Acharya translated the _Mlnasira Silpa.-sstra in 1927; K.Visudsva Sistri has summarized the
Vitvakarma V3stulistrA'n,

and B.B. Datt gives portions of the _Maya-

mata in Ancient Town Flanning. Other available texts I consulted
were later examoles dealing more specifically with temle archi-

tecture: Ra.macandra Kaulicira's dilpa Prakisa, Bhubanapadipa (Bose)

-and Tantrasamecva (riallaya). I was unaoie to locate a copy of
D.N.Shukla's study of the Samaringrana-saitradhira.
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tour, colour, smell, sound, taste and touch are considered.

Observations

of existing flora and fauna are to be carefully interpreted.

A signifi.

cant initial ceremorg includes constant repetition of the mantra, 'Let all
creatures, demons and gods as well, leave this place; let them go elsewhere and make their abode there'.

Then seeds are sprouted in water and

When the crops have matured, and the flowers are in bloom, cows

planted.

are brought to graze, and left for one or two nights.
fied by their presence.

The ground is puri-

On an auspicious day the land is ploughed with

carefully selected oxen and a specially made plough.
The cardinal directions are then ascertained by means of a gnomon, a
small tapering column which is fixed in place and has its shadows recorded.
Great accuracy is sought, and minute adjustments made for the declination
of the sun according to the time of year.

The importance of proper orien-

tation is referred to.
With these preparations completed, the vistu-mandala itself is drawn,
accompanied by the recitation of mantras.
perimeter.

Cords are laid out to define the

Carefully-made pegs are fixed at the four directions and the

four corners.

The assumption is of a square; although derived initially

- from a circle, the square recognizes the cardinal axes which fix it in
place.

The mandala is completed by dividing the site into plots, or padas,

and establishing the pattern of deities, pada-devata-vinyisa.
The plots are defined by a grid, set up by establishing an equal
number of divisions along each side (from 1 to 32).

Thus the simplest

diagram, Sakala is a single plot; the next, Pechaka, is 2 x 2;

t
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is 3 x 3, and so on:

Pavara Soma

Soma-

ISN

Varuva Ptd

adaya

Gaana Yama Ani
*

-

'(ama
FECHAKA

~

~

gg-ygg

The eighth and ninth plans, the Mandilka (or Chandita) and the Pararmailvika,
are the most fully elaborated in the Mnasara hi1a-.4stra.

Their geome..

trical form, and the arrangement of deities, is described thus:

----

Murhya

Anta-

ru'ha

Aavaia

_

oa

hendra

Bhdara

dasha

______

Din~aka
-

wemA-

6

MANDtIIKA (or CKmpflTA)

-

E
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-

Samism

W aruna

Is
Guyiva

eatya

1ndra-\ayah
Viva5vat-

:

PAlWAAKYNA
These are further defined by the figure of v~stu-puruda, spirit of
the site, who lie~s spreadeagled beneath the diagram.

Emphasis on this.

anthropomorphic' image leads to the name vistu-purusa-ma-dala,

which Stalla

Kramrisch, in her monumental treatise on the Hindu temple, takes to be
the energizing concept of Hindu religious architecture.I

..Stella

Kramrisch, The Hindu Temle (2 vols.).

TheMay-urn

She re'cognizes the

central shrine as the vertical realization of the vistu-purusa-.
mandala. The sacred geometry hats direct three-dimensional consequences. The texts, however, also assume a much wider use of the
mandala, in places both sacred and profane. A more indirect hori-sotal underpinning seems to me its primary, though less visible,
function; the temple then is a special three-dimensional reference,
a confirmation of mandala potency. To her emohasis on its use in
temples, "so that the gods dwellthere in peace", I would add an
emphasis On its Use in secular enterprises (so that men and women

dwel

in peace as well).

25
describes the ogthological origin of the vistu-purusa:
When Lord diva killed Andhakisura after a fierce struggle,
the sweat of his brow fell down and from it rose a huge
Bhita, filling the three worlds and ready to swallow all
beings therein. The Bhita drank all the blood from the
body of Andhaka and yet his hunger was not appeased. He
made .penance and Lord Siva was pleased with his penance
and granted his boon which was that-he should have the
capacity to swallow all the three worlds. Having got the
boon, he fell down on the earth. The Divas, Asuras and
Human beings who were alarmed caught this opportunity and
they joined in pressing him down sitting on various parts
of his body. The Bhita became helpless and admitted defeat but begged for some provision for his sustenance..
He was then granted Lordship over the site of buildings
and the offerings at the end of the 'daily Vaiswadsva or
oblations to all Divatas prescribed as a daily duty for
the twice-born in the Dharma Sistra, and the offering at
the end of all sacrifices. It was also ordained that he
should be propitiated along with the Divatas and Asuras
over the body before any construction, and in default of
such propitiation he may swallow the fruit of the meritorious deeds of the owner or occupier of the building.1
Controlling the purusa-demon allows ordered existence to emerge.
Drawing the maryala recreates this event.

(See illustration next page.)

The actual arrangement of deities has several notable features.

There is

a. strong concentric ordering, beginning with Brahmi in the centre; around
this nucleus, or Brahmasthina, are 12 Adityas, and then 32 Pada-devatis
on the perimeter.
cardinal

This circular form is then locked in place by a strong

.orientation.

The deities controlling the various directions

establish the territorial claim of the mandala.

Because of the mutual

interdependence of the parts, emphasized by their relationship to the
underlying purusa body, the integrity of the whole is important.
chapter in the Minasira

The

ilpa-distra on the drawing of the diagram con-

1K. Vasudeva Sastri, Vitvakarma Vistusistram, p.xix.
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eludes with the warning:
This primary object should be carefully kept in view
in connection with buildings of gods and men. Root
as it is of good and evil, none of its parts should
be rendered defective. 1

rerrP

Nstu-purusa mandata
iHustratoi

*

*

from a manuscript

*

Further interpretation of the mandala is developed elsewhere.

In a

later chapter in the Minassra $ilpa-..stra, the vistu-mandala divisions
are organized into four zones: in the centre, Brahmi. as before (covering
the same number of plots); around Brahmi, the Daivaka rouAnd, or realm of
the gods; beyond this, the Minusha round, or realm of human beings, and at

1 Minasira
2 From

i1pa-listra

VII. 266-269.

Volwahsen, Living Areitecture: India, p. 4 4.

N
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the perimeter the Paidlcha round, or realm of demons and goblins.

This

surprisingly inclusive population of the mandala reflects more directly,
in a way, the Matsya-purina story above which has Daivas. Asuras, and
Humans collectively pinning down the demon.

The organisation is spelled

out for the seventh, eighth, and ninth plans:

* -----------------

I

I

I

.

PACA)UKAK

This pattern makes unequivocal the concentric layering.
One last perception, particularly interesting. because it

involves.

movement and recalls the original drawing of a circle, is the image of
the snake- who underlies the mandala and defines ita outer limit.

An

elaboration of the concept can be found in the Bhubana-oradipa treatise.
Nirotal Kumar Bose,

who has translated this text, summarizes the account

as follows:
A great serpent (niga) lies

site.

encircling every building-.

Its body is divided into eight equal portions,

namly the head, heart, stomach, navel, anus, knee, shin,
The serpe nt more ove r move s roundl and
ankle and tail.
at the
head lies
Its
round in a clockwise direction.
eastern point of the compass in the middle of the month

Iswina.

It takes a year to com round to the same
point. It is therefore possible to determine. on
any date, where the different limbs of the niga will
lie along the boundary of the site. It is required
in the sistras that the auspicious pillar should be
posted at certain points of the nga's body in order
to ensure good luck. 1
*

.*e

Once the vistu-mandala has been drawn,
made to Brahma and all the .other deities.

sacrificial offerings are
"The architect should fast

overnight and with pure body and cheerful mind, and putting on his best
olothes, should collect the requisites for the offerings.... For temple
purposes (i.e. on the occasion of building a temple) the ordinary offerings,
and for village purposes the special offerings should be made."

2

To each

deity is presented a different set of foods, flowers, woods, perfumes and
so on.

"In this way the deities should be worshipped for the safety of

the village."

3

Such a passage makes clear the strong association of these

rituals with the task of ordering and inhabiting th'e world..

Nirmal Kumar Bose, Canons of Orissan Architecture, p.29.
2 Minasira

gilpa-sistra VIII, 6-7 and 16.

3sinasira gilpa-Aistra VIII.

5.
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Chapter IV
THE MANDALA AND TOWN LAYOUT

The vistu-mandala of the texts is a generic diagram for any building
enterprise.

Sometimes overlapping mandalas share a common centre, as in

the case of successive mandalas defining the extent of each concentric
court in a large temple or palace.

1

But more often, mandalas in their

multiple use radiate from different centres, each one celebrating a partimnlar event in the landscape.
The mandala has an integrity in each application, and at any scale.
A pilgrimage through the sacred landscape of India has a counterpart in
circumambulation around a holy city, or through the corridors of a temple;
so also in the ritual turning-on-the- spot in front of a deity.

Each of

these movements suggests the sort of spatial definition made explicit in
the manlala.

The mandala itself has a careful geometry, but like the

process of circumambulation itself the relationships it establishes are
more topological than geometric.

It is a diagram, and thus "a graphic
Only in the
2
and
given vertical dimension

design that explains rather than represents" (Webster's).
garbha-griha of the temple, perhaps, is it
even here the process is indirect.

The lines of the mandala, and partiu-

larly the points of intersection (marma-s) must not be obscured by the
lines of the actual built wall:

1

see Minasira

i1pTa-sistra, Ch. JDXC.

See note, p.22.

Ground plan of temple sanctuary
overlaid on its Mandika vistuSmall circles
mandala (8 x 8).
represent points of interlection
in the invisible diagram.

1 Volwahsen,

Living Arehitecture: Indian, p.45. There is an interesting correlation here with the art of the kolam. These ritual
diagrams are drawn every morning by South Indian women on the grouni
in front of the house. Using rice flour, a series of dots is laid
out in a grid pattern. Then
one .or more continuous lines
are woven through them, creating complex designs. In
most cases care is taken
.
.
never to touch the dots, although sometimes the lines
connect them. A two- and
often four-part symmetry is
maintained, even when a single loop is used. I do not
know the origin or history
of these diagrams. But an
association with the vistumandala seems possible. In
the 'Minnenra bilna-diastra
the maniala is to be drawn
(corn) and unhusked
with "dli
rice" (XII, 61) on the occasion of laying the foundation
of. a house.

1

Loop

a

.

0

0

0

a

0
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In the villages and towns of the texts the translation into threedimensions is anything but literal.

Some of the town plans can be super-

imposed on the mapoalas of 84 and 91 plots, so that the streets follow
the siitras or lines of demarcation of the plots. 1

But this is not an

explicit rule, and seems to be a fortuitous overlapping where there are
two gridded systems operating.

A more direct interaction is the assign-

ment of plots within the town according to the pattern of presiding deities
set up by the mapoiala.

Thus:
The houses of the priests
should be situated in

Sugri-

va and Pushpa-danta parts.
In the Dauvirika and Sugrlva parts should be .the
houses of the police.
In the Gandharva, the Roga
or the dosha part should be
the houses of the drummrs
and others; therein should
also be the halls fit for
the dancing of courte sans.
In the V~yu or the Nga
part should be the houses
of the architects. 2

But even here, the identification is not so much with a geometrical plot

1 Volwahsen

assumes this as a general rule.
See Living Architecture:
Indian, p. 4 6 . and diagram c, p.49. The only reference I could find
was this passage in K. Vasudeva Sastri's summary of the Vidvakarma
Vistubistram (p.xiii): "In marking the streets the villages having
an Odd nuumor of Danslas in length or breadth have the streets marked
in the niddle of a 'pada' or prescribed division. In villages
having an even number of Dandas, the streets are marked along the
sutra or line of dermarkation of padas. These two methods should not
be mixed up in the same village."

2 M&nasra

dilpa-'41stra IX, 229-233.

as with a certain direction and a distance from the centre.

Sometimes

the allocation simply shifts to "in the southwest", "in the north", and
so on.
The division of the man;1ala into the Brahmis Daivaka, MInusha and
Paisicha rounds (described earlier) is mentioned in the Mnassra
aga

only in relation to town layout.

It

ilpa-

suggests directly a concentric

hierarchy which is played out particularly in the second and third of the
eight schemes described.
schemes.

These are the Sarvatobhadra and Nandylvarta

B. B. Dutt interprets their basic geometry thusi:

6ARYA1roomR

foWAVAKMrA

They most clearly express the topology of the man.ala.

The texts are

oryptic in their physical descriptions, but the following are visual
2
interpretations.

1Dutt, Town Planning. p.212 and p.217.
2 From

Jnasara ~
aOtra 11. Ram Raz, in his pioneering Essa on
the Architecture of~ tb, Lindus of 1834 summarized tilpa-bistra texts
in English for the :first time, and drew diagrams of the village
plans. He shows all street types the same width, however. E. B.
Havell in 1915 emphasized the north-south and east-west axes. But
this seems unwarranted by the texts. P. K. Acharya's work includes
visual interpretations by S. C. Mkherji. Although a much more detailed geometry, the shapes seem unconvincing.
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SPresumably the deity association has something to do with the allocation of trade groups and so on.

But this relationship is not spelled out

in the text, and the patterns seem to vary a good deal from treatise to
treatise (the pattern of trade distribution, that is: the pattern of deities
is more firmly fixed, according to their connection with the various directions).

In general, the hierarchy from the centre outward is maintained.

The Sarvatobhadra scheme clearly calls for a temple in the. central Brahma2thina.

The Nandysvarta is vague about the central plot, but establishes

a correlation of status with the annular zoning:
In this village (when inhabited by people of all castes)

the houses of the Brahmins should be situated in the
parts ending at the Minusha part (i.e. including the

Daiva part); the royal palace should be situated in the
Daiva, the Minusha, and the PaidAcha parts; and the
houses of the Vaisyas, the tidras and others are situated in the Paibicha part. 1

The ambivalent status accorded the ruler is striking.
Both schemes include streets which circumscribe the Brahmasthina, the
Nandysvarta with a more interesting geometry that has a suggestion of
movement in it.

In practice, such streets often exist around a temple, with

a single name along their full length.
car-festivals.

They are associated with religious

Whether their appellation in the texts as rathya (rtha=

car) refers specifically to religious processional cars is unclear.

The

rite of circumambulation is the principal feature of the final ceremonies
on -corpletion of a village.

The image of the snake underlying the vistu-

marydala is here brought to mind, a moving force defining and protecting
a piece of land.

IMgInyAra

The other controlling element, the concentration of

ilAA1stra IX, 213-219.
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forces at a central point, is also recognized.
At the ti me of circumambulation of villages (on the
occasion of the first entry into it) the circumuambulation should be completely carried out by going
round the parts of the Lords of the eight quarters,
proceeding from.those of Bhiidar (i.e. north), Indra
(Surevara, i.e. east) and of others; or in the absconce of a (circumambulatory) path by (going round)
the neighborhood of the plots of the Lords of the
eight quarters (of .the village).
The offerings to the Lords of the quarters should
fully be made at (a temple built in) the Brahmi
(i.e. central) part (of the village); one should go
and see the deity and then should retire. 1
And with this, the inhabitation of the landscape is accomplished at a
commnal scale.

1 Minasira

The reality of the vastu-mandala is affirmed.

#ilpa-41stra IX. 502-506.
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Chapter V
MADURAI: EARLY HISTORY

The

ilpa-.istras have to be taken as somewhat rarefied treatments of
The careful use of such intricate vistu-

the subject of town-planning.

matsalas probably seldom occurred; there are no records of the conscious
application of this or that particular scheme in medieval Indian towns.
But they are useful as an abstraction of ideas about corporate life and
the design of urban centres.

They provide a foil for the study of actual

city landscapes.
The city of Madurai in its present -form displays many of the qualities
of the texts.

But it is much richer than these visionary schemes; it

has

an historical presence that makes sense of the physical configuration.

It

unfolds as an interplay of concrete historical activity, on the one hand,
and more abstract expressions and justifications of such activity on the
other.

The interaction occurs over time, but is also recorded spatially.

An actual chronology of Madurai's early existence is impossible to
construct for lack of direct evidence.
into the 1st millenium B.C., and it
Pandyan dynasty from the start.

Its roots, however, go well back

seems to have been associated with a

Mgasthenes. the Greek ambassador at

Chandragupta's court in the 3rd century B.C.,

speaks of a Pandyan princess

ruling at Madurai, and there are clear references to Pandyan terrirory in
Although inland, the city's rulers controlled much

Asoka's inscriptions.

of the southern coasts, and there seems to have been a fairly active trade
with Greece and Rome.

Ptolemy mentions 'Modoura'

ium of the South; and it

as a Mediterranean Empor-

seems probable that an ambassador was sent to

Augustus by the Pandyan king. 1
The first three or four centuries of the Christian era mark the Sangam
Age,
ture.

and Madurai emerges as something of a focal point of South Indian culThe Pandyan rulers are celebrated as having been great patrons of
Under their aegis, the Madurai Tamil Sangam seems to

art and learning.

have attracted the best scholars of the South.

The works it produced repre-

sent the oldest stratum of Tamil literature; "in the poems of the Sangam
anthologies, the Tamil language has reached maturity and begun to serve as
a powerful and elegant medium of literary expression".

2

From these works and those of a few centuries later, such as the

dilapyadikgram,

come the earliest descriptions of Madurai.

It is difficult

to get a clear sense of the overall form beyond a mass of descriptive.
details.

The only suggestions are indirect.

There is the obvious delineation of a central city by the encircling
ramparts.

The penetration of the wall is celebrated in the elaborate gate-

towers, carved with images of Laksmi besmeared with ghee.

The significance

of the boundary is suggested in the account of Kannaki and Koralan's arrival
at Madurai in the

dilapadikgram:

To earn some merit, they first walked, as pilgrims do.
around tho walls of the town where the gods dwell. They
followed the ramparts, covered with thick overgrowth.

1 J.P.L.

Shenoy. Madura, The Temple City, pp.4-5.

2 Nilakanta

Sastri, History of South India, p.117.

3From a portion of the Maduraiirican1i,

translated in A.L. Basham, The

Wonder that was India, pp.203-204.

lShilarMadilkaram, Alain Danielou, trans., p.91.

'9.
Within the walls, the shape of the city'is compared to a lotus. 1

The poet

sets a kgil at the contre, which can translate as either temple or palace;
the interpretation in this context is controversial.

A palace nucleus is

suggested in several ways: there were four broad streets around the royal
quarters, inhabited by ministers, merchants, Brahmins, and various royal
servants 2 ; these would conform to the petals-of-a-lotus analogy.
tiyal' described in the Maduraikkani
musicians and elephants.

A 'fes-.

is a royal procession, complete with

Perhaps most interesting is a description of the

Queen's premonition of disaster when the Pandyan king makes the fatal iistake of an unjust death sentence:
AlasI I saw, in a dream, a scepter bent, a fallen
parasol. The bell on the gate moved of itself and
rang loudly. Alas! I also saw....
directions of space wavering. 3

I saw the eight

The implication is that the king's administration of justice is vital to
the stability of the world order, and this is given a spatial dimension:
the king with his attributes of scepter and parasol occupies the centre
of a maadala of the eight directions.
.

As opposed to the vistu-margsalas of the Minasira

dilpa&-stra,

which

describe a careful arrangement of gods within a space, around Brahmi, a
more elementary ordering is a simple recognition of the presiding deities

1 The

passage from the Paripadal is given on p.3.

2C.P. Venkatarama Ayyar, Town Planning in Ancient .Dakan, p.

42 .

His

descriptions of Madurai are culled from the various contemporary
literary sources. However, he also includes information from the
Tamil puranas.

These are much later interpretive legends of the

city's history (discussed below).
3Shilappadikaram. Danielou, p.12 6 .
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In the bilpa Praksa architectural treatise, for

of the eight quarters.

example, the initial diagram is of this sort:
N

VAYuiAA

WVAUlt

1NDRA E

S
There is

no deity at the centre: rather, Brahmi is to be imagined above,

and -Ananta, the serpent-god, below. 1

That such an ordering is a part of

the culture of Madurai in these early years is indicated by the following
passage from the Nedunalvidai:
The buildings of Madurai are constructed by expert
architects, according to the tenets laid down by the
perfectly planned with
architectural books (nl),
threads taking into consideration the directions and
their respective gods. 2
For any individual dwelling, these directions converge and define a centre;
for the royal dwelling, the centre thus defined seems to involve the whole
kingdom ('Pap-ii-mandJala'
tions 3 ).

1

in the language of some of the later inscrip-

Recalling the spreading tree defining a village centre, the

il~a Prak~sa of Rimacandra Kaulicira, I, 19.23.

2 Nedunalvidai

II,

E.g. see K.A.N.

76-78.

Translated for me by Pon Thinakaran.

Shastri, History of South India, p.9 8 , p.107.

king's parasol "was protecting the land, keeping us cool under its
What are we to

shade; and now the fierce rays of the sun may devour us.
expect?" 1

Whatever the exact configuration of the city, it

that the diagrammatic image would place the king centrally.

seems likely
There are

no clear references to a presiding deity; various temples.are mentioned,
including a Saivite shrine, but then there is a separate 'goddess of
adurai'

2

who is not mentioned in connection with a temple.

like lotuses, and is the protector of the royal clan.

She has eyes

Her association

may in fact be with the royal quarters, an indirect deity association with
a 'secular'

Icovil.
*

*

*

The next main source of information on the city comes from the Madurai
Sthaa-purigna, a legendary account of the city's origin and history.
is a Sanskrit version, and two important Tamil texts.
3
verson seems to go back to about the twelfth century.

There

The earliest extant
The basic narrative

thus takes shape towards the end of more or less continuous Pandyan rule in
Madurai, and before the period of Nayak control (16th to 18th centuries),
when the city took on its present form.
Called in Tamil Tiruvilaiygdal Purinam,
Amusements',

'The Parana of the Sacred

the chronicle emphasizes the dominance of Siva in the life of

I
Shilappadikaram, Danielou, p.1 2 4 .
2 Shilappadikaram,

Danielou, ch.23.

Dennis Hudson "Two Citra Festivals in Madurai", unpublished paper,
p.48.

the city.

I reproduce here an extensive extract from Nelson's summary,

covering the first five of the sixty-four stories.
The authorship of the work is ascribed in the preface to the
Rishi Vyisa, who is declared to have learnt the facts-therein set
forth from Agastya. He (the latter) and other Rishis were worshipping the linga one day at Ksi, when he was asked by the company to tell them which was the holiest book in the universe,
which the holiest spot, which the holiest water. He informed
them that the Skanda Purana was the holiest of all books, for it
told the praises of Sundara linga, that is of Siva; the Kadamba
tree forest (on the site of which Mad'hurs is said to have been
built) was the holiest of all stots, both naturally and because
it contained the most holy linga and the most holy water; the
holiest water was the swarna-Dush-karini or "pool of the golden
lilies" in the abovesaid forest. And he added that the Kadamba
forest was the place in which the god Siva had performed sixtyfour miracles: which he would then and there describe in order.
1st Story.-- The first miracle took place in the Krita Yuga
and under the following circumstances. Indra was so much interested one day in a celestial nAtch, that he neglected to pay
proper respect to Brahaspati, the Guru or spiritual adviser of
the gods: and the latter withdrew from his presence in great anger, and threw up his appointment. In consequence of this, and
after consultation with Brahma, Indra appointed a three-headed
giant named Visvarnpa to act as Guru during the absence of Brahaspati or until further orders: and set to work to find the
missing priest. Soon after this the new Guru performed the

Yajna sacrifice; and as there was undying enmity between the

gods and the giants, he took it upon himself, being a giant,
to curse the former and bless the latter. This irregularity
greatly enraged Indra, and he forthwith cut off the Guru's
three heads with his VajrEyutha, or peculiar weapon: when to
his astonishment the three heads instantly became birds and flew
away. Now the giant was of the Br~hman caste, and the sin of
killing a Brahman began to weigh heavily on Indra's mind. It
was however removed after a time by the assistance of the gods,
and having been divided into four parts was injected into trees,
women, waters, and earth, upon which its portions became respectively gum, menstrual evacuations, froth, and fuller's earth.
Relieved from this incubus Indra hoped to regain his peace -of
mind: but he was disappointed. Twashta, the father of the slain
giant performed a Yajna sacrifice, and by means of it procduced
in place of his son a still more formidable giant namad Vrittra,
who at once attacked and defeated Indra. The latter fled, and
applied to Brahma for assistance: who referred him to Vishnu.
This god advised him to throw away his Vajrziyud'ha, which had
become less and less effective day by day since the displeasure
of Brahaspati had been incurred, and to make a new one out of
the back-bone of the Rishi Dad'hyang. Indra accordingly sought

out the Rishi, and informed him of his circumstances and need:
and the Rishi forthwith voluntarily gave up the ghost, and Indra
was enabled to make the terrible weapon which he required. Armed with this he boldly attacked the giant: but the latter fled
in dismay, and hid himself in a deep sea. Indra in vain tried
to find his adversary, and by the -advice of Brahma went to the
Rishi Agastya and asked his aid. The Rishi was willing to assist
him, and with scarcely an effort drank up the seven seas which
surround the earth, and brought the giant into sight; upon which
Indra killed him with his new Vajriyutha. . Unfortunately this
giant too was a Brlhman, and Indra was tormented by the stings
of conscience to so great a degree, that he retired from the
world; and took refuge within the stalk of a lily growing in a
tank.
Indra having retired, there was no king to rule his heaven;
and the gods were compelled to elect in his place a mortal,
named Nahusha, who had performed a hundred Anhua-inndha sacrifices
and thereby qualified himself to reign in Indra's heaven. After
his coronation. Nahusha announced his intention of taking Indra's
place as husband, as well as king: and Indrini the Queen was
filled with alarm. However, there was no help for it, and she
was compelled to agree to receive his embraces, provided he came
to her in a palanquin borne by the seven great Rishis. Nahusha
consented to the arrangement, and, the Rishis being willing to
carry him, entered the state palanquin, and directed them to take
him to Indrini's abode. On the way he became so impatient of the
delay to which he was submitting, that he impertinently cried out
to the Rishis, sarpal sarpaI which means both "Get ont get on!"
and "a serpent." The Rishis were very much disgusted at being
ordered about in this way by a mere mortal, and pronounced a
charm which forthwith turned him into a serpent: and so his brief
reign ended, and Indrini's chastity was preserved. After this,
Indrini accompanied by the gods and by Brahaspati, who had now
returned to his duty, went to look for Indra. Having found him,
Brahaspati graciously forgave him: and pointed out to him- how he
might become purged of all the guilt that he had incurred, namely
by visiting all the holy placeos in the world. Indra then set out
whitBrahaspati, ostnsibljnahuntdngepition, and visited
many places:- but all to no purpose, as the guilt was by. no means
removed. At last they came to the Kadamba forest, and immediate-a
ly all was well 'with the sinner, and he felt that his sin was re-M.
moved. In the joy of his heart he looked about for the cause of
his happy deliverance: and after diligent search found a linga
near a tank. He at once sent for the celestial artificer Visvakarma, and instructed him to make a splendid shrine for the linga:
and in'a very short space of time the precious enfolem was surrounded with a golden structure, gorgeous with precious stones,
and containing eight figures of elephants, thirty-two of lions,
And near to it was
and sixty-four of celestial messengers.
represented Ishwari
which
figure
a
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a
erected
flowers wherewith to
was
wanting
was
that
All
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of
the wife

adorn the linga, and these were furnished by the tank, on the
surface of which there suddenly appeared beautiful golden
lilies. Indra then worshipped the linga, and Ishwari's image
with unparalled fervour, and named the former Sundara linga.
Siva was greatly pleased with this adoration; and having
appeared to Indra's delighted eyes promised to grant him whatever he might ask. Indra replied, that all he wanted was the
inestimable privilege of worshipping the blessed linga every
day: but Siva declared that there was no need for Indra to
take so much trouble to the neglect of his kingdom; he might
descend from his heaven and worship the linga once a year, in
the month of Chittra, on the day of the full moon, and should
derive as much benefit from so doing, as if he descended and
worshipped every day. He then disappeared: and Indra and
Brahaspati returned to their capital.
2d Story.-- The second story is to the effect that Indra's white
elephant, Arivata, was
cursed by the Rishi Darvisa and made to wander
wild in the jungles, for
having maliciously destroyed some flowers
presented to Indra by the
Rishi. The elephant was
freed from its guilt at
last by wandering accidentally into the sacred
Kadamba forest: and
gratefully set up an
image in honor of the god
Siva's son, and called it
Ayrivata Viniyaka, and
also dug a sacred tank,
at a place west of the
forest. And at another place
and named it Ayrivata linga.
Ayrivata town.
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east of the same it set up a linga,
The name given to this place was

3rd Story.-- The third story runs as follows. When a king
called Kula Shgk'hara Pindya was ruling at a place called Kalyinapura, situated east of the Kadamba forest, a merchant called D'ha
nanjaya was once benighted in that forest, and discovered the
He immediately reholy linga and the shrine which protected it.
that a Rishi
dreamed
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king,
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round
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ten days
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Kisi
to
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goodly city: and he sent for BrAhmans
linga in the proper manner. Having completed his pious work, he

was doubting how to name the new town, when the god Siva appeared
and as a mark of especial favor sprinkled the new buildings with
drops of nectar shaken out of his locks. From this circumstance
the town derived its present name Madhurl, which means sweetness.
Feeling his end to be approaching the king appointed his son
Malaya D'hwaja his successor, and had him crowned. He then died.
4th Story.-- In the fourth story we are told of the incarnation of Siva's wife. Malaya D'hwaja had married the daughter of
Shaira Sina, the RAja of the ChBla country: but failed during
10,000 years to get a son. He filled his seraglio with thousands
of wives and concubines: but all to no purpose. In despair he
performed the putra-kimnishti sacrifice, by which pious men procure-ehildren: and his desire was speedily accomplished. For*
Ishwari or Minskshi, Siva's wife, rose out of the sacrifice in
the form of a child. The queen was delighted with the infant,
and nurtured it with the greatest tenderness: but both she and her
husband were greatly concerned to see that it had a third breast
situated midway between two proper breasts. However, their
anxiety on this score was removed by a fairy who appeared and
told them, that the unsightly excrescence would leave the child
so soon as she saw her future husband: and at the same time advised the Pindya to call the child Thatithakei, and crown and
make her his successor. This he did: and died after having the
child taught all the known sciences.
5th Story.-- The fifth story consists of a description of
Thatithakei's marriage. She assembled a large arrmy of horse and
foot soldiers, war-chariots and elephants, and having put herself
at its head attacked and defeated all the kings of the earth,
then the g6as of the eight quarters, and1stly Indra himself.
Sie hen izraided the heaven called Kailisa and defeated Siva's
troops, and at last Siva himsef hiad to come forth to fight
against her. The instant she caught sight of him, her third
breast -disappeared; and she hung down het head in shame knowing
On learning
that she was in the presence of her future husb
ThaMonday.
approaching
te
on
her
this Siva promised to marry
Sumiaminister
prime
her
and
Mad'hura,
to
returned
tithakei- then
thi made greit prepayti5sfor-tim wedding. The kings of the
fifty-six countries which comoosed the worljLwre all invited to
attend; the city was magnificently decorated; andtTe hall of
marriage was made resolendent with jewels. On the appointed
day Siva came in the form of a man, mounted on his celestial
bull, attended by Vishnu and Brahma, and escorted by his servants. and by, Indra and all the gods. As the procession approached Mad'hurl, it was met by the tbkf's mother, who washed Siva's
feet and put garlands round them: and bade him accept her daughter
and the throne. Siva smiled graciously in token of acceptance:
and entered the marriage hall. Then the wives of Vishnu and
Brahma, Lakshmi and Saraswati, decked the bride with the rarest
jewels, until her face shone like the concentrated rays of a
thousand suns: and placed her at the right hand of Siva. All

being ready. Brahma performed the service, and Vishnu laid the
bride's hand upon that of the bridegroom, and pouring water
upon it declared the queen to be Siva's property. Meanwhile
musical instruments of all sorts gave forth the most delightful melody: Rishis and Brihmans chanted sacred verses: and all
kinds of pleasing ceremonies were observed. The marriage
having been duly performed, Siva was crowned king of Mad'huri,
and assumed the name of Sundara Pindya. 1
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The stories go on to trace a long dynasty of Pandyan kings.
from divine to mortal actors is gradual.

The transition

Siva's successor, his son Ugra

Pandya, conquered in turn the god of the seas, the god Indra, and the god
who dwells in Mount Meru.

His son, Vira Pandya, and those that followed

did not engage in such divine feats.

But their reigns are marked by the

continuing active presence of the divine Siva in the life of their city.

1J. H. Nelson, The Madura Country, Part III, pp.3-8.

The implication of the stories is of a gradual transition from sacred
to secular rule, but in fact the historical process may in some ways be
the opposite.

The earlier warrior-king of the Sangam accounts with his

personal mastery of the directions - digvijiaa

reappears now as a ruler
Several

whose secular power is justified within a religious framework.

centuries after the close of the Sangam age there began a period of South
Indian history marked by the rise of Brahmanical influence.

Saiva nayanirs

and Vaisnava alvirs together stimulated a widespread Hindu religious revival.

An important event was the saint Sambandar's conversion from Jainism

of the monarch Kin Pandyan in Madurai.

Subsequent kings performed several

Tulabharas and Hiranyagarbha-danas, elaborate 'Aryan'

rituals.1

The Puranic accounts of Madurai' a history are recognized. in part as
apologetic works, seeking to infuse Saiva consciousness in the city.
spatial implications are clearly dealt with; a central

jkgi1

the city is here justified as a sacred domain from the start.

The

structuring
The approach

tallies with the implications of the $ilpa-dIstras, which have appeared
earlier.

A central Siva temple, which begins to attain unprecedented

splendour during the 12th and 13th centuries, is appropriately sited in
the Brahmasthana of the texts.

From the Tamil versions of the Puranic

history Venkatarama Ayyar develops two accounts of the layout; one an
2
initial plan, the other a reconstruction after a disastrous flood.

Pillay, "The Madurai Pandyas" in The Madurai Tomple Comolex,
A.V. Joyechandrun, ed., p.155.

1 K.K.

2 The

historical occurence of such a flood seems possible. But it
can also be interpreted as a mythic point of demarkation between
the previous cosmic era and our own. See Dessigane et al, La
Legende dea Jeux de Civa a Madurai, p.xi.

Ie casts the information in a strictly historical mold, and extracts
the following spatial details: the temple, "the main monument in the
centre of the proposed city," as the starting point, surrounded by religious mary4apams and large gopurams; streets around the temple and large
procession streets, intersected by small lanes; and various public open
spaces and tanks.

"The fort walls, ditch, etc., were then planned accord-

ing to the rules laid down in the hastras of hoary antiquity."1

The re-

construction is then caused by a regrowth of the city around the temple
complex, which escapes destruction in the-flooding.-

The king decides to

relieve congestion by expanding to the line of the original city.

Accord-

ing to Venkatarama Ayyar, he "caused a resurvey of the limits of the old
city made from a study of the ancient traces," and the boundary line was
formed.

The enclosed space, with its central temple, becomes known as

lavly, "that is,

a circular plan, as a serpent would make if it

bring its head and tail together round an object." 2

should

The various classes

of the population are then allotted to specific areas, once the portion
for the palace is apportioned (in the earlier account placed in the northeast).

This organization, plus the distribution of schools, streets, and

playgrounds, is again "according to the tastras". 3
While these descriptions may indicate some physical patterns developing towards the end of Pandyan control, they have limited use as a

1 Venkatarama

Ayyar, Town Planninr in Ancient Dekkan, pp.28-30.

2 Venkatarama

Ayyar, pp.31-32

3ienkatarama Ayyar, p.38.

source

of objective data on the city's actual origins and early history. 1

Their usefulness is as a guide to a more general conceptual image now
evolving.

The stories set a context for the developments of the 16th and

1?th centuries.

1 The

snake-analogy, in the Puraigas, for instance, has a direct Mzythic
dimension. The king begs Siva's help in establishing the old city
limits; Siva causes his bracelet to turn into a live snake, which
then stretches itself, starting in the east, clockwise along the ancient. city limits. See Dessigane et al, La Legende des Jeux de Civa
In their translation of the Tamil text, they do not use
k Madurai.
the word $stra, but the Puranic authors certainly seemed aware of
Agamic and other town planning literature. In response to the first
king's request for aid in designing the city, "Celui-ci {Siva] lui
dit suivre lea principes donn6s dans les divers Akaman et lea trait's
d'architecture pour la construction de la ville." Story 3, 12-42.
The centrality of a temple in the vistu-mandala, the importance of
a conscious delineation of space by a snake, the positioning of a
palace in the northeast, the distribution of population in segregated groups; all recall prescriptions of the dilpa-distras.
According to D)tt, the dilpa-ilstras were translated into the South
Indian vernaculars (Tamil etc.). Town Planning, p.12.

Chapter VI
MAXRAI: THE PRESENT PATRN

After a period of Muslim occupation in the 14th century, during
which most of the burgeoning temple complex in the centre of the city
was razed to the ground. Madurai came under the control of Vijayanagar
emperors.

They restored the Pandyan kings, but in a much subordinated

rule under a viceroy.

Two hundred years later, this viceroyalty evolved

into a Nayakship, semi-independent government by Nayaks of Madurai with
nominal recognition of imperial control.
This time of Nayak rule is one of the more resplendent in the history of the city.

There was a succession of reasonably strong and able

rulers, and the period is marked by relative prosperity.

The physical

structuring of the city that emerges has survived surprisingly intact to
this day.

The first and perhaps most able of the line, Viswanatha Nayak,

pulled down the old Pandyan ramparts and erected a considerably larger,
double-walled fortress.

He is also credited in local history with having

established the four main streets, which run in expanding concentric
squares around the sacred centre: Adhi, Chitrai, Avanimoola,

and Masi.

In establishing the pattern, he is said to have acted "according to the
laws of the Silpa Sastras." 1

Unfortunately there do not seem to be extant

records of the planning process; Tirumala Nayak, a later successor with a

Shenoy, Madura, The Temole City, p.7. The assumption is
then picked up, for example, in the short history in Directory of
adurai, S. Chidambaranatha, ed. No source is given for this
information.

2 J.P.L.

penchant for grandiose schemes, might have played a part. 1

The original

schematic shape is this:

Two gopurams, large gateway-towers, are shown here between Adhi and Chitrai
Streets.

By Tirumala's time (early 17th century) these have been incorpor-

ated in a new temple boundary wall, with north and south gopurams added.
Adhi Street is then inside the sacred precincts.
tinued expansion in his Pudu-mandapam.

Tirumala hinted at con-

'New Hall', between Chitrai and

Avani Streets, and the beginnings of an enormous 'Raya-gopuram'
side Avani Street.

But the implications in terms of a whole new concentric

temple court were never realised.

1 1t

just out.

He further emphasized the eastern axis

is possible that Masi Street, the largest of the squares, was
laid out in conjunction with Tirumala' s procurement of huge new
temple cars for the Yleenakshi-Sundareswara wedding festival (for
Tirumala is credited with
which see W. Francis, Madura, p.273.).
laying out the car-streets of Suchindram (see Ch. VIII below).

in the excavation of a sacred
tank or Teppakulam (the
largest of its kind in India),
several miles outside the
city.

His other major invest-

ment was an enormous palace in
the southeast.

Teppakulam

The claims of the Puranic accounts described earlier, and their association with the dilpa-fistras, are given clear definition in this new city
of the Nayaks.

The currency of these stories is evidenced by the appear-

anee during Tirumala's reign of a new Sanskrit version; the author may even
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have been a minister in .Tirumala's court. 1

Siva has indeed found a home.

The secular palace, by comparison, is definitely a subordinate element
diagrammatically.

The Telegu-speaking Nayaks, outsiders to the long

association between Madurai and the Pandyans, seem to minimize their role
as usurpers of power by giving schematic dominance to the Pandyan heri-

C.R.Anantha Raman, "Siva Lilavarna" in The Madurai Temole ComA full translation of the parts of this text
plex, pp.353-359.
dealing with the city layout might be illuminating. Paranjothi
Munivar's definitive Tamil text dates from this same period.

1 See
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tage, embodied and abstracted in the deities Meenakshil and Sundareswarar.
It is thejr palace, and their festival processions, which define a vistumandala; secular rule operates in this context.
*

.0

*

As the Nayaks perhaps suspected, the sacred mansala has indeed proved
to be more basic to the city's identity than the shifting nature of secular political fortunes.

Nayak rule eventually gave way to Muslim domi-

nance again, and by the end of the 18th century the city was in British
hands.

But the physical form and its significance were little affected.

The accompanying map shows the city in mid-18th century; the legacy from
Viswanatha is clearly visible.
As British rule spread across the country and dictated a common
allegiance, places such as Madurai became -important more as political
centres than as military outposts.

Around 1840,- Collector Blackburn of

Madurai had the walls torn down, and the moat filled in.

Small streets

and building lots were laid out, and Veli Street, previously just a lane
outside the ramparts, became a broad new avenue.

The new openness has

to be seen as a major change; part of the traditional definition of
dwelling-place had been the idea of an encircling boundary with its

1 Meenakshi

may represent the tradition of a female guardian deity,
evident in the city's early history. Although the stories stress
Siva's success in overwhelming the goddess during her otherwise
victorious conquests, he occupies, today at least, a clearly
secondary role in the consciousness of city-dwellers. See N. Subramanian, "The Sports of Siva and the Lady of the City" in The
Madurai Temple Complex, pp. 214-216.
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gates. 1

Beyond simple military relaxation, one's impression is of a

growing sense of a tame,

'secularized'

countryside.

There was less need

to delineate habitable space.
The internal organization in Madurai, however, maintained, and still
maintains, a practical integrity, its important energy radiating from the
centre.

A map done in 1868 of the whole county

still clearly projects

the image of the city as an ordered square set in the landscape.

And in

fact, new edges begin to appear:
Veli Street is itself something of
a boundary, the last of the concentric paths.

A railway line was

built along the western edge of the
city in 1875, and a branch line to
the south in 1902.

Their location

is not entirely fortuitous, one assumes; the main station is particularly consistent, marking the termination of a western axis.

Only to

the east was continuous growth possible.

This had long been a parti-
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importance of the image is suggested in
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ally-developed ex-urban area, in earlier days a favorite retreat for
scholars and holy men.
link to the old centre.
mains dominant.

Tirumala's Teppakulam here provides an axial
In general the earlier conscious ordering re-

The attached map of the situation in 1914 indicates the

level of continuity.
Population growth has been very rapid in the 20th century, and the
pressure has led to inevitable congestion and expansion.

A major bridge

across the Vaigai opened in 1889; extensive development has taken place
on the northern bank.

More recent pressure has opened up large areas to

the west, "across the tracks".

But in both cases, layout has been dif-

fuse and unstructured, neither reinforcing the old centre nor defining
new ones.

In a way this looseness has maintained the significance of the

central city, with its strong imageability.

It is this area that deserves

a closer look.

This historical overview of the city's structural development has
focused on the larger diagram, the shape of the city as it
maps and aerial views.
city; it

appears in

In fact, this is not the way one experiences the

is a three-dimensional landscape through which one moves.

return to the framework of analysis suggested in Chapter I,

To

the direct

involvement with a place at human scale is as necessary as a conceptual
understanding of its layout if

one is to sense the spirit of a place.

Paths, nodes, landmarks, districts - these are all three-dimensional and
personal events.

Only in response to such information can one create a

meaningful diagram of their interrelationships, on paper or in one's

A rare perspeche. Madurai m he 4tr, lookin6 northwes.
Aki, Chrai, Avaw\oola, ai&Mast 4re are. Visibte-.
mind.
Madurai is a rich. intricate environment.

A planned city in a sense,

it is nonetheless a surveyor's nightmare (a good sign of individual liberties and natural forces at work).

There are few straight streets of signi-

ficant length anywhere in the central area; local events and occurences
have their own logic, and disturb and distort any larger pattern.

To

gloss over these idiosynoracies is to miss the significance of how a vistu-

ISee Kevin Lynch, The Imae of Lthe City.
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marasala functions.

Its purpose is to explain, to harmonize, to protect;

only indirectly does it constrain or dictate.
moans a primary definition in terms of use

-

In physical terms, this
activities and interrela-

tionships - to which the form responds.
A sensitivity to topographical features is suggested in the Tiruvi-

lairidal Purinam's description of Madurai's early fortifications.

Pro-

sumably in part a justification of the contemporary Pandyan ramparts, they
are attributed to the movement of a giant snake (see p.4% above).

Venka-

tarama Ayyar, in his interpretation, goes on to say:
The walls of the fort were constructed as the natural
topography of the land would permit. With the river
on one side, mechanical symmetry of the lay-out for
the walls would have tozbe purchased at too high a
price..... This plan thus admitted of several defleotions and zig-sag shape. The city of Madurai which
was thus encircled by walls which did not answer to
mathematical exactness was henceforth called Tiruadangal or the beautiful city surrounded by zig-sag walls. 1
Viswanatha's walls were hardly an exact square either, as can be seen in
the 1757 map.
Other distortions happen
internally.

Tirumala Nayak's

palace even t6day is a significant : ntLnption of the
city fabric.

It used to be

considerably larger, before

Tirumala' s grandson carted a

Me pAace as een from ihetvpe.

lTown Planning in Ancient Dekkan p.37-38.
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lot of it

off to Tiruchirapaalli; the entrance was perhaps near the south-

east corner of Masi Street.

The huge establishment could exist between

Masi Street and the old wall (now Veli Street) without interrupting them
only because they both deflect from any strict rectilinearity (see the
1757 map).

In the southwest corner, the large Perumal Temple creates its
0J~i

own small-scale street network:
four car-streets surrounding

:

the temple, and a major road
along the east axis from the

main temple entrance.

Much more intricate is the network of pathways within the larger
divisions of the city.

These block interiors have many places where the

narrow lanes open up and small neighborhood centres exist, much quieter
than the bustle of the main commercial arteries.

I E
31

i

Numerous wells define
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small activity centres.

These residential enclaves in fact retain an

almost village-like character.

Paul Dettman, in a study of 'cheris'

or subsistence-level neighborhoods in Madurai, says of Indian cities.
Village type housing enclaves are to be found in
open space between substantial residential, commercial and industrial buildings. Live stock,
everything from ducks to donkeys, are kept by
these "urban villagers", even in the largest cities. Cows and goats can be seen grazing on
whatever sprigs of grass they can find.... As a
matter of fact, it is from these cattle that the
cities obtain the bulk of their milk supply and
the "urban villagers" one of the main sources of
their income....
The "city" and the "village" are not separated
from each other so as to form two distinct enclaves; they are inextricably mixed together to
form the hybrid Indian urban settlement.1
One way of seeing these domains scattered through the
city is as a remnant of the
process of city building as
village-aggregation referred to earlier, which
becomes imbedded in the
texts as a method of corn-

bining disparate groups,

'Rurat' endave bieween W.Avayilrmoola and
W IaSLS lstm& -

each retaining its local identity.

In Madurai, these are the areas most

likely to retain caste distinctions.
A hybrid "rural-urban" style of Indian city life is not
just a matter of appearances. When one goes below the
surface and probes the underlying attitudes and mores

lPaul Dettman, Urban India - Abstract and Concrete, unpublished paper.
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of the working class residents, he finds those of the
villager.... In the fundamental areas of family and
social life, village ways, based primarily upon caste
practices and traditions, continue to exercise a predominant influence. 1
The larger streets, the 'urban'
acter.
them.

corridors of the city, have their own char-

Their gentle meandering softens the momentum of movement along
This relaxation occurs especially at the corners of the large con-

centric avenues.

An example is the northwest corner of Masi Street, where

c

an enormous tree (identifiable in the aerial view on p. 59) creates a
sheltered environment.

In the plan one can see how smaller paths of

movement are affected by the shift in direction at this point.

Many of

the other corners are places for special events - the circle at southeast
Masi, the parks at southwest Avanimoola, and northeast Chitrai, and so on.

1lDttman,

Urban India.

The temple complex itself is not
confined within a rigid square.

Tiru-

mala's Pudu-mandapam spills out into
the city fabric, and amidst the elaborate carvings are to be found tail-

Ie Pudu-mandapawt.
ors, brass merchants, and booksellers.
Even further out the base of the unfinished Raya-gopuram gently suggests the

base of ewayagppuram

encroachment of sacred space.

Secular

use, in turn, invades the enclosed temple compound; numerous small
shops exist within, and during the hot hours of the day
it is a cool, relaxing place
to sleep.

The temple envir-

onment, like the city, is a
wealth of beautiful and often
surprising details within the

Meeakh terImple: noon hour

larger structure.

The two
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central shrines with their surrounding
courts, the adjacent Golden Lily Tank,
and the numerous mandapams and gopurams create a rather overwhelming
spatial array; the overall size of the
place is not oppressive only because
at the small scale each of the. pieces
operates within its own logic. The
relaxed accomodation of a double
sacred focus is perhaps the ultimate
gesture of a general liveliness.

Razgstaf ar Gont rrte Siva 5hne.
It wa5

ed b Krishna Viappa

Nayak 'M *e G( century.
Only over time does this variegated urban environment begin to reveal
its larger structure.

There is no attempt to force the issue; major

streets and axes are not acknowledged with uniform facades or controlled
vistas.

In fact, the absence of concern for visual perspective is a key

element in one's response to the place.

There is nowhere within the pub-

lic realm that one gets an overall view of the city's layout.
smaller elements are not defined in this way.

Even

The bends in the streets

hide their extent; the small streets radiating out from the gopurams
twist and turn, preventing a distant view of temple entrances.

Francoise

Choay has remarked that the use of visual perspective begins to introduce
a new objectivity into urban design and a loss of experiential space; at
this point a transition from place to space occurs.

With remarkable con-

sistency, Madurai unfolds its secrets only through moving rather than
stationary encounter.

It is true experiential space in Choay's terms.
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Like marglalas used in meditation, the city diagram is not itself an object of attention; it is something to be imbedded in one's consciousness,
a vehicle for understanding.
If one approaches the city from outside, the tall gopurams dominate
the landscape and provide an initial sense of orientation.
to the centre is a slow one.

But the path

The grain of the city is circular; one has

to work across the grain to move inward.

The sense of place is encoun-

tered at the outset; this is clearly an inhabited domain.
nent resident, concentric circulation dominates; it

For a perma-

moves through the se-

cular zone of the city while only indirectly acknowledging the sacred
centre.

Swami Sannidhi Street, a typical radial axis, gets narrower and

narrower as it

moves toward the temple, encountering one major concentric

route after another.

Other routes to the

Each one reduces its momentum.

centre are even more radical juxtapositions, small lanes getting you
across from one broad street to another.

The potential subordination of

radial streets is a feature perhaps unique to the planning tradition of
India; so also the multiple use of concentric avenues.
By itself, the simple concentric ordering would leave one with an
uneasy sense of a rotating field.

But just as the maryjalas of the texts

are locked in place by specific deity allocation, so Madurai exhibits the
analogous distribution of trade groups, giving a cross-grain identity to
the pattern.
chants,

South and East Chitrai Streets house many of the cloth mer-

East Avanimoola Street the paper merchants,

South Avanimoola

Street the goldsmiths and jewellers, East Masi Street the grain merchants,
and so on,

Even the automobile parts dealers congregate,

on North Veli

-

--

-9-- -
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Street.

Each trade group affects its environment, and this demarkation

of territory stabilizes one's sense of orientation.
At the very centre, the
enormous gateways of the tem.
ple and the architectural
splendour within confirm the
hierarchy suggested in the
secular zone.

Even here, the

layering continues.

Adhi

Street, the outer court, is

Ad& 9reet

away from the fanfare of secular life, but still an outdoor space through much of its length.

Sever-

al more concentric courts, suggested pathways for circumambulation, surround each deity.

The intensity increases at each layer; in the sanctum
sanctorum architectural
ebullience gives way to the
sights and sounds of the
-

puja itself.

Te vnyte Wa pal\w

Vimanamvv6 dr eeas
Qach( wkt&

a#4 utdreswara

>surounjdlie

Coufts .

To test the reality of the diagram, the vistu-mandala imbedded in the
landscape of Madurai, I asked some permanent residents to draw a quick map

of the city.

They drew the tem-

ple first, with four gateways;
then the eastern and western
axes; and then the concentric
squares of the streets.

The

curves and bends of the streets
are straightened, the cardinal
orientation is exact, the projection of two parallel eastern
streets from the shrines of
Mbenakshi and Siva

is ration-

alized into a single axis.
intact.

The original impetus of the planning reemerges

-4-01A
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Chapter VII

MADURAI: FESTIVAL PROCESSIONS

The clearest expression of the relationship between the sacred diagram and the secular landscape comes from the city's religious festivals.
In a striking way, the ritual travels of Mbenakshi and Sundareswarar
(Siva) through their urban domain captures the subtle essence of vistu.
These festival processions occur at the point of intersection between
sacred and secular, diagram and representation, the general and the particular, time and space.

They are real, alive, active, full of energy, but
they have no intrinsic physical dimension.

Every month there are pro-

cessions, and each has its local
identity.

But like one's own ex-

perience of the place, they add up
over time.

By the end of the year,

the deities have drawn a map of the
city, and the vistu-mardala is made
real.

True to any realisation, the

topology is what emerges.

The paths

that are traced draw a sacred geometry, but not a literal reotilinearity.

Here is the evidence of

?henakshi and Sundareswarar's wanderings at the end of the one-year cycle:

The stone Siva-lingam and the idol of Meenakshi stay put within the
inner sanctums.

But separate processional deities are taken out on

various vahanas. or vehicles.

Lunar and solar calendars .seem to overlap

in fixing dates; in general, the first nine days of a month are processional days. and the tenth the occasion for a special festival if there
is one.

The names of the concentric streets (Adhi, Chitrai, etc.) are the

names of the Tamil months associated with their respective festivals.
In Vaikasi (May/June) the processional deities are installed. in the
Pudu-mandapam. the extension of the temple eastward into the city fabric.
The bustle of the normal occupants is interrupted for ten days in recognition of a sacred claim to this space.

Or. in other terms, the deities

leave the sacred precinct, that strongly-defined enclosure with its
enormous walls and gopurams, and breathe the air of profane (pro-fanum)
space.

In the evenings, at sunset, they are taken in procession along

Chitrai Street.

In Ani (June/July), the deities reside within the temple.

In Adhi (July/

August), Meenakshi is taken in procession along Adhi Street, within the
temple wall.

Dc
A&Wi

In Avani (August/September),

Siva's part in a joint rule of the city is

affirmed, after Meenakshi has ruled alone as queen for the four months
after her coronation in Chittrai (see below).

The procession follows

Avanimoola Street.

In Puratassi (September/October),

the Navarathi ('nine-night')

is celebrated, and the deities again remain within the temple.
(October/November).

festival
In Japassi

Meenakshi assumes the form of a little girl, and the

procession follows Adhi Street.

In Kardikai (November/December),
In Margali (December/January),

again the route is along Adhi Street.
Mienakshi alone returns to grace the

Pudu-mandapam, and is taken in the evenings along Chitrai Street.

And

in addition, there is a single circumambulation along Veli Street, the
path that used to be outside the city walls.

It was such a path that

Kannaki and Kovalan followed in their day, but it

seems unlikely that

the deities would have ventured this far afield before 1840, when the
walls were torn down.

Even this boundary is broken through the following month, when a major
festival involves the procession of the deities
east beyond the city limits to the huge Teppakulam.

This is the month

of Thai (January/February).
On a specially constructed
float, or teppam, the

deities become waterborne for an evening and move slowly clockwise around
the tank (kulanm).

On the preceding days, the processions follow Chitrai

Street.

In Masi (February/March),

the festival again is on Chitrai Street.

is a discrepancy here between the month and the street name.

There

Apparently

this was originally the occasion for the large car-festival on Masi Street,
but Tirumala Nayak interchanged the Chitrai and Masi festivals to allow the
popular Alagar festival in the month Chitrai to coincide with the car-procession.

So the names remain out of phase. 1

--Dennis Hudson, "Two Citri Festivals in Madurai", pp.38-39.
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In Panguni (March/April),

the festival once more follows Chitrai Street.
*

*

*

In Chitrai (April/May),
the first month of the Tamil
year, the cycle reaches its
climax.

The city is inun-

dated by well over a quarter
of a million pilgrims, drawn
from the surrounding countryside.

The events in fact

involve two traditions, the

Cfai eshvak crowdb in* dry r(Verbed

Alagar Journey festival and the Yee nakshi-Sundare swarar Wedding festival.
These over time have become fused in the popular mind as simply the
'Chitrai Festival', but the Wedding festival is of principal interest

here.

Its full duration is

twelve days, but the most significant events

are those toward the end:
on the eighth day, the coronation of Meenakshi
as the ruler of the city.
on the ninth day, the acknowledgement of her
dominion over the eight directions.

The deity

is taken out to Masi Street, and moves clockwise
around the city, defeating in turn Indra in the
east, Agni in the southeast, rama in the south,
Nirrti in the southwest, Varuna in the west,
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Viyru in the northwest, Kuberan in the north, and
Idina in the northeast.

Her dig

aiaa is thus

accomplished.

INDRA

YAMA
Siva (ItAna),

however, overwhelms the goddess in

turn, as she recognizes in him her future husband.
Plans are made for the divine marriage, and
Meenakshi returns to her kroil.
on the tenth day, an intense climax in the performance of the wedding ceremony.

It is celebrated

in the special wedding man4apam inside the temple

1Masi Street in this context defines the outer limit of a mardala,
'a ritually pure realm'. There is some ambiguity between city
walls and processional paths in terms of delineating the sacred
domain. The Paihacha rounds of the texts (see p. 26 above) can
be seen as representing this intermediate zone; in a village inhabited primarily by Brahmins, this area is to be occupied by
Vaisyas and Sudras. "In some Tamil villages the temple ears are
pulled around the boundaries of the agrahra in which the temple
is located and within which only Brahmans are usually2 allowed to
live" (see Dennis Hudson, "Two Citri Festivals", pp. -3 and n.8).
The importance of the association of boundaries with paths of
movement is seen in the curious practice of making village liSee Nilakanta
mits by following the beat of a female elephant.
6
.
Sastri. The Pandvan Kingdom, p.12

compound, after the deities in full regalia have
processed on Chitrai Street.
on the eleventh day, the major processional event
of the year.

The newly-married Lord and Lady of

the city are taken together out to Masi Street,
and there placed on enormous
temple-cars (rathas).

These

chariots, with elaborately
carved wooden bases and temporary superstructures, tower
forty to fifty feet, and are
pulled by hundreds of devotees.

Thousands more crowd

the street.

Templec-ca on W.Masi St-

Slowly,

somewhat

jerkily, the deities and their

retinue make a triumphal journey through their secular domain.
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In a metaphoriesal as well as a literal sense, everything comes full
circle.

The spatial gesture is there, reaffirming a secular - controlled -

space in the universal landscape, and marking its extent in the four cardinal and four intermediate directions.

The temporal gesture similarly

defines and controls a random flow, and gives it a structure; with the
other festivals, the rhythm of a yearly cycle is established.

And just as

the Masi Street procession does not trace an exact geometrical square, but
acknowledges the conditional aspect of human activity in the landscape, so
the cycle of the year is not simply a general scheme, repeatable anywhere;
it is infused with the local condition, the history of this city in time,
the Puranic understanding of its origins and claims to glory.

Proce51on on C sai St
35tAKMVOK

Chapter VIII
OTHER SMlTLEMENTS

Madurai seems a relatively isolated example of an Indian city type.
Comparisons can be made with some other towns that share certain of its
qualities; none of these seems to have quite its combination of general
order and specific latitude.
As a 'temple-city'.

Madurai is often associated with Srirangam.

diagram form, the- cities share a great deal.

In

The annular ourartyards of

the large central temple complexes continue into the structure of the
town.

The cardinal directions fix the diagrams in space, although in

Srirangam the dominant axis is to the south.

The main difference is that
L

~~Mr

Srirangam is a direct translation of these diagrammatic concepts.

The

vIstu-ma4ala becomes three-dimensional, with much of its geomtrical

purity.

Within the central shrine, such realization makes sense as the

definition of sacred space.

"The form of the Prgsida is the monumental
embodiment of the Purusa.1"I

But in the

outer rings of the town, the rectilinear
geometry concretised in the large concentric walls becomes oppressive for an
urban space.

The pilgrim seems more im-

portant than the resident; his passage
to the centre, even within the secular
realm, is marked by a succession of
splendid gopurams on axis.

The radial

route is thus elaborated even though it
Seguence d9 opurams Sou* aits

goes against the grain.

Elsewhere be-

tween the walls there is little chance
of local vitality.

The houses appear

more as infill than as a natural growth.
The $ilpa-distras outline the rules
for temple construction, and indicate that
a central shrine should be surrounded by
five concentric courts; each with its
walls and gateways.

The largest gateway

is to be the one on the outermost perimeter.

OVe ar te conceitc res&eAW
Skeet.

A portion Cf-e. Wa

is

In addition, there are passages

that suggest two more courts with concen-

V(Sibe on\*e_ riiht.

1Kramrisch, The Hindu Temple. p.3 6 0.
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GREAT VAIJSHNAVA T EMPLE
AT SRIRANGAM., NEAR
TRICHINOPOLY
13TH TO ISTH CENT. A

on Pecy Brown, ynian Ahiedure.. 1e immfense gppuxam atte tower left- was

ne.ver conpe'

fie whole Ath isasoewhat kceamed

eiresaobn-

tric residential streets:
Beyond that (i.e. the large gate of the fifth court)
on the surrounding space should be constructed the
There should
sixth, and the seventh courts (6111).
be (ordinarily) two courts (prikira) nd surrounding
roads for the dwelling houses of men.
Srirangam can be seen as an embodiment of this approach, and therefore
fundamentally a large, inhabited temple complex; Madurai, in contrast,
corresponds rather to the notion of a true village or town, much more
indirectly secured by a sacred geometry.
Even in predominantly secular schemes the geometry may become over-

1 Minasira

kilpahistra

XXXII, 83-84.

The

bearing, losing the gentler impulss that originally stimulated it.
most frequently illustrated example of

ilpa-fistra application at the

city scale is Jaipur in the Rajasthan district of central India.

A re-

latively recent project, it was laid out by a Bengali Brahmin, Vidhyadhar
Bhattacharya, in the 18th century.
seems to have been used.

Here, the Prastara village scheme

As the texts describe it,

one, two, or three

main roads cross from east to west and north to south, with an encircling
boulevard.

The padas or blocks are further subdivided, but with varying

densities according to the rank of the inhabitants.

As it

was realized in

the landscape, the city shows an extremely accurate orthogonal geometry of
nine major divisions.

But the marl$ala is far from intact.

west corner, a hill cuts across the site, and the scheme is
rupted.

In the northsimply inter-

The whole northern edge disintegrates into a random pattern.

Further, an extension equal to one of the nine parts is added to the
southeast.
Parts of the order are there: the central Brahmasthana becomes the
royal palace, and a prescribed distribution of trade groups was carefully
followed, setting a pattern which remains to this day.

But geometry

rather than topology is dominant, and the chance seems to be lost for
integrating the enlivening character of the local condition.

Where the

local condition supersedes, as in the topography of the northwest, it
a negative effect.

has

Circumambulation is not possible, and in general

there is very little annular continuity.

Even human intervention is

cautioned against: "The strictest control of the elevational treatment
of the houses was exercised as regards the height, fenestration and even
colour treatment, thus safeguarding the harmony and unity of the city as

CL

a whole."1

-
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The pattern of Madurai seems a less obvious but more interThe

esting interpretation of the tradition represented by the tistras.

late date of the city's layout, and the existence there of a celebrated
astronomical observatory, perhaps suggest an emerging new world order,
with its own interpretation of the cosmos.
1(y own limited research has been confined mainly to Madurai.

What

is needed is a much more comprehensive survey of existing town and village
layouts, particularly in the South, with a view towards better understanding the facets of this tradition.

Two small towns that deserve to be

briefly noted are Suchindram and Tirakkalukunram, both in Tamilnadu.
Sachindram, like Madurai, is built on the south bank of a river, on the
sort of gentle northeast slope recommended in the texts.
place, dominated by the Sri Sthanumalaya Temple.

It is

a small

The temple complex ex-

hibits the familiar concentric pattern, with a large colonnade just inside
the outermost wall.

Outside the temple, enclosing both it

.of the town, is the broad car street.

and a good part

The temple is offset to the north-

east within this space, but the topology is basically intact.

The strong

eastern axis of the temple is projected through the village as a wide
street leading eventually to the river's edge.

lClaude Batley, The Dsign Development of Indian Architecture, vi.
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SOuth Cr Street, Sumdram .

Such is the major structure of the village.

The car street is forty to

fifty feet wide, a striking contrast to the smaller network of lanes and
side streets.

It is large enough to function as an activity centre as

well as a corridor for movement.

The eastern extension becomes an ap-

proach for pilgrims, of which there are a large number, while through
traffic bypasses the town along the river's edge.

As three-dimensional

environments, there seems little connection between the precise, highlydecorated temple interior and the loose agglomeration of secular buildings.

But the diagrammatic scheme of things gives a cohesion and signi-

ficance to the parts.
to Tirumala Nayak.

The street pattern, interestingly, is attributed
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Tirukkalukunram shares with Sachindram. a large temple complex, and
encircling car-street, and a dominant eastern axis.

Although two hills

Trukkaakuram, boking So WESt

rather than a river provide the major topographical definition, the
larger hill to the northeast creates a similar boundary, and through
traffic again bypasses along this edge.
worked out is very similar to Suchindram.
clear response to the topography.

The relaxed way the scheme is
Unlike Jaipur, there is a

If the car-street, which is a very

elongated rectangle, were an exact square corresponding to the controlled geometry of the temple, it would be impossible to enclose any
significant amount of area for the town without running into the same
problem as in Jaipur's northwest corner.

The distortion allows a major

car festival to function, and, as in Suchindram, redefine annually the
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the religiously-understood claim to a piece of the landscape.

1 Nention

1

must be made of the large water reservoirs, teppakulams,
that appear in these
towns. Similar in size
to the central temple
complexes, they establish an interesting .I
balance of opposites their sense of openness
and repose so different
from the intricate, con-centrated interiors of
the temples themselves.
They are not dealt with
as important ingredients of village layout
in the texts, and in
fact they usually occur
cWUd imaee 0 the tank at ruvitrmavaiaa
outside the main fabric
i %e
Ne
ad
Vt{aFJe. e
- even the location in
riht.
Suchindram is outside .ower
the processional path. But they are associated with the temples,
as occasional playgrounds for the deities, and can establish important axes. Throughout the year, their supply of water is important for bathing and washing.
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Such towns seem to illustrate a fairly organic development of notions of dwelling which in the 6ilpa-distra texts are formalised and
given explicit detail.

The planning tradition which emerges addresses

itself to situations much more complex than a simple village.
plexities can lead to attempts to rigidify and over-control.

But comMadurai

stands out as an example of an ordering which handles a complex situation in a relaxed way, retaining thereby some of the qualities of places
like Suchindram and Tirukalukunram.

It is sometimes referred to, with

some affection, as 'an overgrown village'.

Tirukkalakunam: the major ea4 ais, (ookmnb min
ihe steps oF ie Tewakam towards 1e ten ple.
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POSTSCRF

At the outset I indicated that Madurai was entering a phase of new
indeterminancy.

It is not clear whether the momentum generated by cur-

rent growth can be channeled into meaningful physical forms.
in architecture, though elusive, is an important issue.
associations with a place, a sense of community.

But meaning

It allows shared

It arises, I would argue.

when an individual is able to recognize in the built environment concepts
To recognize them, he or she must share them in some

which it embodies.

way, and it is the interaction itself which constitutes the field of meaning.

In other words, meaning is intrinsic to neither the subject nor the

object in isolation.

In applying this framework of analysis to a city,

one would define meaning in a city as a function of the physical embodiment of certain concepts interacting with one's understanding of, and preoccupation with, those concepts.

In Madurai this interaction seems to me

potentially much richer and more consistent than in most urban centres.
However, one of the key factors in dealing with a collective enter*prise in the environment is the nature of the shared concepts.

At some

level there exist a set of assumptions in terms of which things are explained and justified.

It is only in terms of these assumptions that be-

haviour can be understood as proceeding- on rational grounds.

As I have

suggested, one of the assumptions of the Indian city planner was of the
reality of a sacred landscape, the whole country as "a field of more than
human activity". 1

1 Kramrisch,

To enable people to successfully inhabit such a land-

The Hindu Temple, p.3n.
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soape, the application of the .principles embodied in the vistu-maidala is
a rational move.

It uses available knowledge to harmonize and control.

a process which characterizes much of the human enterprise and which I
understand as secularization.

The task of orchestrating this process is

invested in the architect and the larger priesthood; their actions are a
basis for meaningful encounters with a place.
Today we tend to look to a new priesthood for the elucidation of
useful knowledge.

The assumptions of today's 'scientific'

make the earlier assumptions seem irrational.

city planner

With the assertion of the

ultimate primacy in the natural world of a self-contained cause and
effect. .a neutral grid replaces the divinely-infused mat4ala; secular
space pushes out of old city walls and spreads to cover the whole earth.
The old forms, however, still strike a responsive chord; they have
addressed directly the act of dwelling.

If there is going to be a modern

solution which continues to give meaning to this act, it will have to
create its own understanding of vistu, its own vistu-mandalas.

These

diagrams will have to continue to express collective assumptions about
inhabiting a landscape that is still, after all, very much alive.

Since

assumptions are matters of faith, the drawing of maK4alas remains a religious enterprise.

There needs to be a common, or at least dominant,

faith for a collective pattern to emerge.
Whatever .the inputs, the maala itself is not an. end-point.
comes to life only in response to a particular place and time.

It

It is

this process, of imbedding such diagrams in the built landscape, that
the example of Madurai serves to illuminate.
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